Small but Mighty
Association Self-Auditing Process Part I
117 responses

Speaker: Robert Harris, CAE

1. The content was well organized ................................................................. 4.6
2. The content was interesting and held my attention .................................. 4.8
3. The speaker was clear and to the point ..................................................... 4.8
4. The speaker was enthusiastic about the topic .......................................... 4.8
5. Overall, the course was beneficial to me .................................................. 4.8
6. Mean Average ......................................................................................... 4.8

Key: 5-excellent, 4-very good, 3-good, 2-fair, 1-poor

Comments:
- The information was extremely useful and pertinent. Great material! Excellent! (8)
- Paperwork needs to flow with slides. Made it difficult to follow. (6)
- Best information I have received so far! (4)
- So helpful! So scary! Excellent! (3)
- Bring him back! (2)
- Absolutely fabulous! Most helpful session - very thorough.
- Very valuable information for all AEs regardless of the size of their board or association. Should be a required course.
- This course had real life value. He provided resources, information and consequences that will make a difference in how I organize my business - how I do business! The best I've seen so far!
- This was an awesome presentation. Dynamic and very informative. Thank you.
- Thanks so much for the great info and freebie hand-outs, etc. This is the kind of stuff I've been trying to figure out during my 1 1/2 years as an EO.
- Wow! Thank you for the great information!
- Scary, real scary - thank you! I won't delete your e-mails anymore. Handouts were hard to follow - but only because of the nature of the topic.
- This class made the entire convention worth every penny my board paid to send me here. I would love a whole week of listening to Bob Harris! Excellent class.
- Excellent speaker! Very interesting topic, unfortunately not enough Canadian content.
- Fabulous, Amazing. Made my week, best program. So necessary!!! When it was over, I was shocked - it went by so fast, I didn't even check my watch once until he said it was over.
- This seminar was exactly what I needed and hoped they would have at AEI. Thank you for bringing someone outside the industry and more specifically from ASAE. They are always a valuable resource and some small associations can't always afford to belong to ASAE.
- Interesting topic. Handout was very detailed with lots of good tools. Speaker was knowledgeable.
- Very informative, helped me with items I need to be more organized and efficient. Would love a session like this one. I'm a very small board (80 members). I didn't know the majority of this info.
• Bob Harris is the best expert at this. Bring him back more often.
• Best seminar so far!
• Very informative. Lots of information.
• Relevant and timely - very good!
• Outstanding information for all sizes of association.
• The course was excellent. The information learned is priceless and will be utilized! The best course I have taken at AEI - will use the Audit Book to "get' into compliance.
• Association Self-Auditing Process Part II, Sounds like I have a lot of work ahead of me but thank you for guiding me in this direction.
• What a great session! Please invite Bob back for Part III - "How are you doing now - Let's Review.
• Speaker very knowledgeable and interesting. Overall, morning and afternoon - enjoyed!! Very informative, thanks.
• Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! This is one of the best classes I have attended since coming to the Institute the last 7 years. Very down to earth and easy to understand and implement.
Small but Mighty
Association Self-Auditing Process Part II
129 responses

Speaker: Robert Harris, CAE

1. The content was well organized.................................................................4.6
2. The content was interesting and held my attention.................................4.8
3. The speaker was clear and to the point......................................................4.8
4. The speaker was enthusiastic about the topic...........................................4.8
5. Overall, the course was beneficial to me..................................................4.8
6. Mean Average............................................................................................4.8

Key: 5-excellent, 4-very good, 3-good, 2-fair, 1-poor

Comments:
- Power Point didn't match speaker's handouts - a bit confusing, otherwise lots of useful info! (3)
- Gave us lots to think about and lots of work to do. Great seminars! (2)
- I thought this might be too basic, but I learned so much.
- This is just what I needed at this point.
- Very helpful. Appreciate having the book given out - thank you.
- Wow! I'm not taking 1 or 2 things - I'm taking pages of information that I can use. It was great to get the audit book. Thanks!
- Best session of the A.E.I. So far. Thank you for having him.
- The absolute best!!! The handouts and information I received will save my association from fines, liabilities, etc. He is right on the message and needs of the Assoc.'s. He adds fun to learning and his website was the most helpful tool I found in the entire 5 days. Bring him back - he is a definite need for AE's. Thank you for Bob Harris.
- The handouts are excellent and the self audit book/tool is wonderful. Thanks for having this two part class.
- Thanks for the great and audit book!
- Speaker very knowledgeable. Handouts and information given w/b extremely useful!
- Part II as good as part I. Thank you again.
- Wonderful program! Need more of these types of programs at AEI.
- Excellent.
- These sessions were, by far, the most important, informative and helpful sessions I have attended since becoming an AE in 2001. Awesome, powerful, and the time went away too fast! Bob should be invited back every year.
- Wonderful handouts. Bob Harris is a great speaker. We would love to have him come speak at our leadership conference.
- Never got to the meat of the matter. Told what should be done but never got around to telling us why.
- Invaluable - quite possibly the best class I've attended at AEI in all the 6 years I've been coming.
• I feel like I need a one week school on this. Also need audit with him, and then close my association for 30 days to focus on these topics alone. A huge wealth of necessary information. His information should be pre-requisite for all new AE’s.
• Appreciated the Canadian content and references to Canadians. Excellent info - best session yet!"
• This was an awesome presentation - dynamic and informative. Thank you.
• Bob is excellent - handouts were the best of anything I attended. His free downloads are amazing and the most helpful. He kept everyone interested and had a lot of interaction. By far the very best session of the entire institute.
• This was the best course I have been to at this point!
• Great! More than I hoped for.
• Excellent content and presentation!! But - mighty specific info - how do small boards differ?
• Very useful - should be marketed to new AE's - especially those who are hired for this position with no prior experience - "association by accident."
• This should have been an all day. Went very fast and fantastic resource. With materials was delivered with a fire hose. Great, but I'm not sure I got all of it - and I want all of it! Wonderful topic for all levels!
April 29, 2005

Robert Harris, CAE
The NonProfit Center
335 Beard St.
Tallahassee, FL 32303

Dear Robert,

Thank you for speaking at the 2005 AE Institute. This year’s Institute was an enormous success and we owe a large part of that success to innovative, knowledgeable speakers like you!

Congratulations! You were one of our top-rated speakers. Your sessions were well received, and your presentations met the needs of the REALTOR® association executives. Enclosed is a comprehensive summary of your sessions.

Thank you again for sharing your expertise with our REALTOR® association executives.

Sincerely,

Terry Penza, RCE, CAE
Co-Dean, 2005 AE Institute

Brad Scott, R.I. (B.C.)
Co-Dean, 2005 AE Institute

enclosure